2003 toyota camry belt routing

Your Toyota Camry is equipped with a serpentine belt that requires regular inspection to
maintain it. Replace the serpentine belt at the first sign of damage, wear or cracks with a new
belt, available at most auto parts stores or a Toyota dealership. The belt on the Camry is not
hard to remove, but you will need to access the belt tensioner from the underside of the engine
compartment. A few hand tools are all you will need to complete the job and save a few dollars
by doing the work yourself. Park your car, turn the engine off and set the parking brake. Allow
the engine to cool before changing the belt. Open the hood and locate the battery on the
driver's side of the engine compartment. It is in the front corner just behind the headlight on the
Camry. Locate the negative battery terminal, it is marked with a "-" molded into the battery next
the terminal, and loosen the retaining bolt on the battery cable end with a wrench. Remove the
cable and isolate it from the battery. Raise the front of the car with a jack and support it on a set
of jack stands. Locate the right hand under engine cover and remove the mounting bolts with a
socket and ratchet then remove the cover from the car. Locate the belt tensioner, working from
under the engine. Turn it counterclockwise with a socket and ratchet to remove the tension on
the belt. Remove the serpentine belt from the pulleys and return the tensioner to its home
position. Install a new belt on all the pulleys, leaving it off the tensioner for now. Turn the
tensioner counterclockwise again with your socket and ratchet and slide the belt onto the
tensioner idler pulley. Rotate the tensioner clockwise, allowing it to tighten the belt. Remove the
socket and ratchet from the tensioner. Install the right hand engine undercover using the
original hardware and tighten the bolts with a socket and ratchet. Support the front of the car
with a jack and remove the jack stands. Lower the car to the ground and remove the jack from
under the car. Install the negative battery cable onto the negative battery terminal and tighten
the retaining bolt with a wrench. Start the car and check the belt to be sure it is running true
over the pulleys. After many years of working in auto parts and service positions, Killian
decided to move into journalism full-time. He has been published in "1st Responder News" as
well as in other trade magazines and newspapers in the last few years. Step 1 Park your car,
turn the engine off and set the parking brake. Step 2 Locate the negative battery terminal, it is
marked with a "-" molded into the battery next the terminal, and loosen the retaining bolt on the
battery cable end with a wrench. Step 3 Raise the front of the car with a jack and support it on a
set of jack stands. Step 4 Locate the belt tensioner, working from under the engine. Step 5
Install a new belt on all the pulleys, leaving it off the tensioner for now. Step 6 Rotate the
tensioner clockwise, allowing it to tighten the belt. Step 7 Support the front of the car with a jack
and remove the jack stands. Wrench set Jack Jack stands Socket set. Do you have the same
problem? Please let us know if you need anything else to get the problem fixed. My Haynes
book does not describe parts or method clear and illistrations are poor or lacking. Was this
answer helpful? No need to do that. This has a hydraulic tensioner. Constant pressure on it
would of collapsed it and you could of changed the belt. I honestly don't know how to put it
back on, I never had the need to take one off. I can check monday when I get back to my shop.
You have a split belt system. I attached the processes for both to be replaced. Let me know if
you have other questions on this. All pulleys seem to be rotating nothing froze up but headed to
town and it started running hot I've never had any radiator problems or anything and was
wondering what could cause this. Too broke to take it to a shop Was this answer helpful?
Serpentine belt diagram? I need to replace it. How to replace belt on toyota camry? Do you. I
have found the belt diagram for you for the 6 and 4 cylinder, here is a a guide and some
diagrams Below to help you get the job done. Cheers, Ken Images Click to enlarge. Was this
answer. The belt will go on if I remove the tensioner cylinder, but then I cannot get the cylinder
back on. You took the cylinder off? I have the car listed above and it has two belts very
misleading Was this answer. I understand. Thanks Images Click to enlarge. Is this something I
can do in driveway? It can be done Images Click to enlarge. Hi my serpentine belt broke but I
got it replaced. Too broke to take it to a shop Was this answer. Is belt routed like figure? How do
I replace? Just loosen tensioner and replace? Or loosen 2 or 3 bolts, then crank on key
tensioner bolt to loosen and remove the belt? It is hard to see exactly what is needed. What are
the torques of the related bolts? Actually, the cast tensioner assembly is located forward of the
diagram shown. The left hand bolt, 14mm, must be loosened and then the right hand "bolt" ,
17mm or 19mm, that is part of the casting can be pulled as shown to release the spring tension.
It is easier to slide the belt off the tensioner pulley than where shown. Using my Haynes manaul
I am finsdng it impossible to both locate and or identify how to loosen the drivebelt to replace it.
There are no adjustment screws on the alternator nor is there a flioating tension arm to lock
onto. How is this belt changed? To replace the belt you need to release the tension on the
automatic belt tensioner Was this answer. The belt broke and I do not know the configuration to
replace it. There is not a diagram in the owners manual. Any idea where to get the configuration.
Hello Here is the info you requested I hope you and your family have a nice Thanksgiving.

Camry car model plz sand me belt number Was this answer. They can look it up at the Auto
parts store. Are you unable to get to a auto parts store and are going to order online? If so what
size engine do you have? I am about to have my timing belt changed, and have been advised to
replace the water pump at the same time. Is there anything else that should be changed while
the timing belt and water pump are being done. Hi there, Normaly there is no reason to replace
anything else, the water pump is not nornaly changed but if it has been there for some time it's
not a bad idea. Just check that there is on oil in side the timing belt cover if so the Cam shaft
seal and the front crank shaft seal should be replaced, also check the condition of the drive
belts and replace any that that are suspect. Mark mhpautos Was this answer. Please login or
register to post a reply. Related Serpentine Belt Diagram Content. We have collected many
popular serpentine belt timing belt and timing chain diagrams which show the routing of the
belts and chains along with the marks to set the camshaft Serpentine Belt Replacement?
Replaced Battery. Now Idle Speed Is Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Quick Links
Download this manual. Table of Contents. We are proud of the advanced engineering and. This
Owner's Manual explains the operation of your new Toyota. Please read it thoroughly and have
all the occupants. When it comes to service, remember that your Toyota dealer knows your
vehicle best and is interested in your complete. He will provide quality maintenance and any
other assistance you may require. If there is not a Toyota dealer near you, or you need
emergency assistance for any reason, please call the following number:. Please leave this
Owner's Manual in this vehicle at the time of resale. The next owner will need this information
also. All information and specifications in this manual are current at the time of printing.
However, because of Toyota's policy of. Please note that this manual applies to all models and
explains all equipment, including options. Therefore, you may. All rights reserved. This material
may not be reproduced or copied, in whole or in part, without the written permission of Toyota.
Automobile Toyota Highlander Owner's Manual pages. Summary of Contents for Toyota Camry
Page 1 When it comes to service, remember that your Toyota dealer knows your vehicle best
and is interested in your complete satisfaction. If there is not a Toyota dealer near you, or you
need emergency assistance for any reason, please call the following number: U. Page 2:
Important Information About This Manual You are informed about what you must or must not do
in order to avoid or reduce the risk of damage to your vehicle and its equipment. Page 4
Standard. Page 5: Operation Of Instruments And Indicator symbols on the instrument panel Cup
holder Parking brake lever Automatic transmission selector lever or manual transmission gear
shift lever Instrument panel light control dial Window lock switch OMU Page 7 Rear vents Glove
box Automatic transmission selector lever Parking brake pedal OMU Page 8: Controls Cruise
control switch Ignition switch Tilt steering lock release lever Hood lock release lever Traction
control system off switch OMU Page 9: Controls Tachometer 4. Speedometer 6. Odometer and
two trip meters 2. Engine coolant temperature gauge 5. Fuel gauge 7. Trip meter reset knob 3.
These keys work in every lock. Page 17 includ- or may stop soon after it starts. OMU Page 18 If
you should lose your keys or if you need additional keys, duplicates can be made by a Toyota
dealer using the key number. We recommend writing down the key num- ber and storing it in a
safe place. OMU Page 22 Unlock all the doors with the key or wireless remote control
transmitter. OMU Page 24 Flashing four times, the function has 2. Push the power door lock
switch on changed to mode 4. OMU Page 26 Check the battery in the transmitter. OMU Page 27
Replace only with same sired operation. OMU Page 28 Do not replace the battery with wet
hands. Water may cause unexpected rust. Normal operation: The window moves as long as you
hold the switch. To open: Lightly push down the switch. To close: Lightly pull up the switch.
OMU Page 30 The window moves as long as you hold the switch. To open: Push down the
switch. To close: Pull up the switch. OMU Page 32 After locking the rear seatbacks, try fold- ing
them down to make sure they are securely locked, otherwise someone could get into the trunk
by folding down a rear seat. Implement the above steps to maxi- mize security of the luggage in
the trunk whenever the vehicle is unat- tended. OMU Page 35 Once set, the system
automatically resets the alarm after the alarm stops. Unlock any door from the inside. The
system should activate the alarm. Stopping the alarm as described above. OMU Page 37 In hot
weath- er, fuel under pressure could cause injury by spraying out of the filler neck if the cap is
suddenly re- moved. If the indicator lamp does z Do not tighten the cap further after not go off,
contact your Toyota dealer as you hear one click when installing. OMU Page 40 Never try
jamming any part of your body to activate the jam protection function intentionally. The jam
protection function may not work if something gets caught just before the moon roof is fully
closed. OMU Page OMU Page 44 2. Then lean back to the desired angle and release the lever.
OMU Page 45 Releasing the switch will stop the seat- of personal injury. Turn the knob either
way. Make sure the luggage loaded in the enlarged trunk will not damage the webbing of the
rear center seat belt when left seatback folded down. Do not drive with the head re- straints

removed. OMU Page Armrest If an accident occurs and the seat belts are not worn properly, the
force of the rapid infla- tion of the airbag may cause death or serious injury to the child. OMU
Page 50 A Check for cuts, fraying, and loose slow, easy motion will allow the belt to parts.
Damaged parts should be re- extend, and you can move around freely. OMU Page 51 If the seat
belt does not function normally, immediately contact your Toyota dealer. Do not use the seat
until the seat belt is fixed. It cannot protect an adult occupant or your child from injury. OMU
Page 52 Then portion upward through the latch plate. OMU Page 53 This helps prevent damage
to the vehicle interior and extend- er itself. When not in use, remove the extender and store in
the vehicle for future use. OMU Page 54 When the outside shoulder belt is in- serted through the
guide, the comfort guide pulls the belt away from the neck and head of an occupant. To use the
comfort guide, do as fol- lows. The elastic cord must be behind the belt and the guide must be
on the front. OMU Page 57 The front seat belt pretensioners are con- fenders, front end
structure or con- trolled by the airbag sensor assembly. The sole airbag sensor assembly
consists of a saf- ing sensor and airbag sensor. OMU Page 59 For together. OMU Page 60 4.
Airbag sensor assembly 7. Airbag module for driver airbag and inflator The airbag sensor
assembly consists of a safing sensor and airbag sensor. OMU Page 62 Always move the seat as
far back ous injury to the child. OMU Page 63 Use a child restraint seat belt properly. OMU Page
64 Repairs made on or near the front front passenger should fenders, front end structure, conhold objects in their arms or on sole, steering column, steering their knees. OMU Page 65 The
pad section of the steering wheel tion, or the light remains on. OMU Page 67 Always wear your
seat belts properly. OMU Page 68 5. Side and curtain shield airbag sensors inflate with
considerable force. While the system is designed to reduce serious inju- 6. Airbag sensor
assembly ries, it may also cause minor burns or abrasions and swelling. OMU Page 69 Do not
apply excessive weight to the outer side of the front seats with a side airbag, and to the front
pillar, rear pillar and roof side rail with a curtain shield airbag. OMU Page 70 Likewise, child in
the vehicle. The light comes on or flashes while driving. In an acci- injury to the child. OMU
Page 74 It is dangerous if the side air- bag and curtain shield airbag in- flate, and the impact
could cause death or serious injury to the child. OMU Page 75 81 in this section. The child
restraint lower anchorages ap- proved for your vehicle may also be used. OMU Page 78 To hold
the infant seat securely, make it is secure. Follow all the installation sure the belt is in the lock
mode before instructions provided by its manufac- letting the belt retract. OMU Page 81 To hold
the convertible seat securely, belt. Keep the lap portion of the belt make sure the belt is in the
lock mode tight. OMU Page 82 Follow all the installation ger. OMU Page 83 Always move the
seat as far back as possible, because the force of the deploying airbag could cause death or
serious injury to the child. Do not insert coins, clips, etc. OMU Page 85 Anchor brackets are
installed for each rear seating position. This symbol indicates the location of the anchor
brackets. OMU Page 86 Make sure the top strap is securely latched, and check that the child restraint system is secure by pushing and pulling it in different directions. Follow all the
installation instructions provided by its manufacturer. In this case, it is not necessary to fix the
child restraint system with a seat belt on the vehicle. OMU Page 88 If your child restraint system
has a top strap, it should be anchored. The accelerator and brake pedals will move
simultaneously as long as you hold the switch. Night drivingâ€”Lever at position 2 Remember
that by reducing glare you also lose some rear view clarity. Rear window and outside rear view
mirror defoggers They will come on only when the headlights are on low beam. All the doors are
closed and locked. Lever position Speed setting Position 1 Intermittent Position 2 Slow Position
3 Fast For a single sweep of the windshield, push the lever up and release it. It may scratch the
glass. The defoggers are not designed for drying rain water or for melting snow. Service
reminder indicators and warning buzzers If the indicator lamp does not go off, contact your
Toyota dealer as soon as possible. The gauge indicates the approximate The gauge indicates
the engine coolant This may cause severe engine damage. This display remains on for about 10
min- utes after the ignition switch is off. Do this. If parking brake is off, stop immediately and
contact Toyota dealer. Take vehicle to Toyota dealer. If brake system warning light is also on,
stop immediately and contact Toyota dealer. Close all doors. Take vehicle to Toyota dealer
immediately. OMU Page The light does not come on when the ble during braking. OMU Page
Toyota ignition is turned to on. The light is left on after the ignition is turned to on. The light
comes on while driving. Shift while holding the lock release button in. Overdrive switch Shift
normally. OMU Page If the engine is turned off when the over- drive is off and restarted, the
overdrive will be on automatically. OMU Page Be careful when downshifting on a slippery
surface. Abrupt shifting 3. When towing a trailer, in order to main- tain engine braking
efficiency, do not use overdrive. OMU Page The vehicle skid control system is always ing. In
situations where the road surface is covered with ice or snow, your vehicle should be fitted with
snow tires or tire chains. However, as con- ventional braking operates when applied, there is no

problem to continue your driv- ing. OMU Page The indicator light does not come on. The
indicator light flashes again. The indicator light goes out after it comes on. If this is the case,
contact your Toyota dealer and have your vehicle inspected. OMU Page 12 cm 4. NOTICE Do not
use an adaptor for compact disc singlesâ€”it could cause tracking errors or interfere with the
ejection of compact discs. OMU Page Never try to disassemble or oil any part of the compact
disc player. Do not insert anything other than com- pact discs into the slot. OMU Page If a tape
fast forwards com- error messages. The Licensing Corporation. If you push the button ten
times, the skip feature will be turned off. OMU Page If you want to return to the beginning of the
current track, push the down side of the button one time, quickly. This is true whether the
display. In both cases, a disc must vehicle to your Toyota dealer. If the player scanned down to
a different track. OMU Page A wet type is recommended. Be sure to operate the player correctly.
OMU Page Remove discs from the compact disc player when you are not listening to them.
Store them in their plastic cases away from moisture, heat, and direct sunlight. OMU Page Wipe
in a straight line from the center to the edge of the disc not in circles. Checking and replacing
the air conditioning filter Fan speed selector 2. Temperature selector 3. Air flow selector 4. OMU
Page 4. This is to clean up the front view more quickly. OMU Page 2. Fresh indicator light is off
â€”Draws outside air into the system. To prevent fogging up of the windshield, the air intake
mode may change automati- cally to FRESH depending on the condi- tion of the air conditioning
system. This vents the hot air, allowing the air conditioning to cool the interior more quickly.
Temperature selector 2. Air flow selector 3. Windshield air flow button 4. Fan speed selector 5.
Air intake selector 6. OMU Page In automatic operation, you do not have to adjust the fan speed
unless you desire 3. Floorâ€”Air flows mainly from the floor another fan speed mode. This
setting clears the front view more quickly. If this happens, take your ve- hicle to a Toyota dealer
for service. OMU Page Checking And Replacing The Air Conditioning Filter To maintain the air
conditioning efficiency, inspect and replace the air conditioning filter according to the
maintenance sched- ule. OMU Page The air filter should be installed prop- erly in position. The
use of air condi- tioning with the air filter removed may cause deteriorated dustproof performance and then affect air condi- tioning performance. When instrument panel lights turned
on, the brightness of the time indi- cator will be reduced. OMU Page Compass The ignition
switch is turned off imme- To reset the calculations, push and hold diately after turning. OMU
Page Hawaii: 5 mode. Be sure to adjust the display only when the vehicle is stopped. To remove
the ashtray, open the ashtray lid and pull it out. OMU Page Power Outlets Insert- ing a foreign
object other than the appropriate plug that fits the outlet, or allowing any liquid into the out- let
may cause electrical failure or short circuits. Repeat steps 2 through 5 for each re- maining
HomeLink button to program another device. OMU Page This third press and release will button
is pressed. HomeLink changes from a slow to a complete the programming process by rapid
flash after 20 seconds, you can opening the garage door. OMU Page signaling the door to stop
and re- verse , does not meet current feder- al safety standards. Using a garage door opener
without these features increases risk of serious injury or death. OMU Page Front Cup Holder To
reduce the chance of injury in case of an accident or sudden stop while driving, keep the cup
holder closed when it is not in use. If the floor slips and interferes with movement of the pedals
during driv- ing, it may cause an accident. However, occasionally, you may notice light
knocking for a short time while accel- erating or driving up hills. This is normal and there is no
need for concern. OMU Page If you els. In the U. The WWFC improves air quali- rating no lower
than It will cause fuel sys- laws. For vehicle. Type B The light comes on while you are driv- ing.
Otherwise, they are much more likely to suffer seri- ous bodily injury, in the event of sudden
braking or a collision. OMU Page Your Toyota's Identification This number is on the left top of
the instrument panel, and can be seen through the windshield from outside. This is the primary
identification number for your Toyota. It is used in registering the ownership of your vehicle.
OMU Page Types Of Tires All season tires, however, do not have adequate traction performance
compared with snow tires in heavy or loose snow. Also, all season tires fall short in acceleration handling performance compared with summer tires in highway driving. How to save fuel
and make your vehicle last longer If the engine will not start Remember, if you ride the brakes
excessively, they may overheat and not work properly. OMU Page It also includes the weight of
any special equipment installed on your vehicle. Retighten all fixing bolts of the towing ball and
bracket after approximately km miles of trailer driving. OMU Page Stop and apply your brakes.
Have someone retrieve the blocks. Get into high ways. The faster you drive, the greater gear as
quickly as possible. By reducing your speed, you will cut down on fuel con- sumption. OMU
Page Never turn off the engine to coast down hills. Your power steering and brake booster will
not function with- out the engine running. Also, the emission control system operates properly
only when the engine is run- ning. If you lose your wireless remote control transmitter If none of
If the engine turns over at its normal If the engine does not start after 15 se- your keys work, the

system is possibly speed but will not startâ€” Page Then get immediate medical attention. If
possible, continue to apply water with a sponge or cloth while enroute to the medical office.
OMU Page red jumper cable to battery. Escaping steam or coolant is scalding hot fluid and
steam blown a sign of very high pressure. Otherwise, personal injury may place any objects on
top of or un- occur. OMU Page The standard tire should be re- permits easier installation in case
of a flat paired and reinstalled as soon as tire. Avoid sudden acceleration, sudden deceleration
and sharp turns with the compact spare tire. OMU Page With a compact spare tire To remove
the jack, turn the jack joint by hand until the jack becomes free. OMU Page Then secure the tire
by repeating the above removal steps in reverse order to prevent it from flying forward during a
collision or sudden braking. OMU Page Be careful that ornament to avoid unexpected personthe wrench does not slip off the nut. OMU Page To raise the vehicle, insert the jack handle into
the jack it is a loose fit and turn it clockwise. OMU Page Then lift up the wheel and get at least
the top bolt started through its hole. Wiggle the tire and press it back over the other bolts. OMU
Page Make sure the wrench is securely en- gaged over the nut. Tighten each nut a little at a time
in the order shown. Repeat the process until all the nuts are tight. In consultation with them,
have The steering lock mechanism is not strong enough hold front wheels straight. Avoid
sudden starts or erratic vice. Page If the engine is not running, the pow- er assist for the brakes
and steering will not work so steering and braking will be much harder than usual. OMU Page
When installing the eyelet on the ve- hicle, be sure to tighten the front eyelet securely. If the
eyelet is loose, it may come off when being towed and result in death or serious injury. If you
lose all your master keys, you cannot make new keys; the whole engine immobi- liser system
must be replaced. Page If You Lose Your Wireless Remote Control Transmitter Have the
registered identification numbers of your transmitters deleted from your ve- hicle by your
Toyota dealer as soon as possible to avoid the possibility of theft or an accident. Then, have the
identification number of your new transmitter registered. Page Appearance Care OMU Page
Now, it is up to be dry. It will do you. Page It may fly off damp and it will cause corrosion. Even if
the wheel and cause accidents while your garage is heated, a wet vehicle can the vehicle is
moving. Be sure to polish and wax the chrome trim as well as the paint. OMU Page When
cleaning the inside of the rear use a sponge or brush to apply the foam. OMU Page Toyota
dealer will be pleased to answer bove. Immediately clean any spill them. OMU Page
Maintenance Requirements Simple instructions for how to per- or if you prefer, your Toyota
dealer will be dating this warranty. Page General Maintenance Toyota dealer or a quali- ness.
Tighten them if necessary. It is recom- Tire rotation Page Make sure that the leased. Make sure
the brake fluid level is correct. Some impor- possible. Also, depending on your driving habits,
the codes may not be completely set. Engine oil filler cap 3. Engine oil level dipstick 4. Brake
fluid reservoir 5. Fuse block 6. Battery 7. Radiator 8. Electric cooling fans 9. Condenser
Windshield washer fluid tank Engine oil level dipstick 3. Engine oil filler cap 4. Fuse blocks 6.
Al- serve: sonous and corrosive sulfuric acid. OMU Page Parts And Tools Raising the ve- Tools:
hicle with jack improperly posi- Funnel only for adding coolant tioned will damage the vehicle or
may allow the vehicle to fall off the jack and cause personal injury. OMU Page Aluminum wheel
precautions Too full once again after adding the oil. If you can find no leak, have your Toyota
dealer test the cap pressure and check for leaks in the cooling system. Otherwise, an accident
may for temporary use only. OMU Page Do not attempt to use a tire chain on the covers before
putting on the chains. OMU Page Checking Battery Condition If possible, con- tinue to apply
water with a sponge enough to keep the battery firmly in or cloth while en route to the mediplace. Overtightening may damage the cal office. Never recharge the battery while the Clear or
Have battery engine is running. Also, be sure all light checked by your accessories are turned
off. Have your Toyota dealer correct it as light comes on, the washer tank may be a bulb, make
sure the ignition switch and soon as possible. OMU Page If the
vista 20p wiring diagram
1998 jeep grand cherokee limited
99 gmc jimmy transmission
connector is tight, wiggle it. When aiming adjustment is nec- essary, contact your Toyota
dealer. OMU Page If either the left or right front fog or license plate lights burns out, contact
your Toyota dealer. You may damage the vehicle. OMU Page Fuel 70 Page N 31 mission of your
vehicle. OMU Page Tires OMU Page 6. IGN 15 A: Starting system tion control system, brake
assist sys- 7. OBD 7. ABS NO. OMU Page See page for detailed information. OMU Tire
information: See pages through Part No. Toyota belts are: Comfortable Easy to use Convenient
We encourage you to use your belts every time you drive. Page The Toyota authorized Repair
Manual is packed with literally everything you need to know to perform your own maintenance
in virtually every area of your new vehicle. OMU Page Toyota dealer. Areas covered include
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